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his own ideas/ and throughout the Western world its polit
influence is still enormous. I think it may be conceded 1
new doctrines that have any success must bear some relai
to the economic circumstances of their age, but old doctri
can persist for many centuries without any such relation of
vital kind.
Another point where I think Marx's theory of history is
definite is that he does not allow for the fact that a small fc
may tip the balance when two great forces are in approxin
equilibrium. Admitting that the great forces are generated
economic causes, it often depends upon quite trivial and for
tous events which of the great forces gets the victory. In read
Trotsky's account of the Russian Revolution, it is difficult
believe that Lenin made no difference, but it was touch and
whether the German Government allowed him to get to Rus
If the minister concerned had happened to be suffering fr
dyspepsia on a certain morning, he might have said 'No* wl
in fact he said 'Yes/ and I do not think it can be ration*
maintained that without Lenin the Russian Revolution wo
have achieved what it did. To take another instance: if the Pr
sians had happened to have a good General at the Battle of Valr
they might have wiped out the French Revolution. To take
even more fantastic example, it may be maintained quite pla
ibly that if Henry VIII had not fallen in love with Anne Bole;
the United States would not now exist. For it was owing to t
event that England broke with the Papacy, and therefore <
not acknowledge the Pope's gift of the Americas to Spain a
Portugal. If England had remained Catholic, it is probable t3
what is now the United States would have been part of Span
America.
This brings me to another point in which Marx's philosop
of history was faulty. He regards economic conflicts as alwj
conflicts between classes, whereas the majority of them hs
been between races of nations. English industrialism of the ea
nineteenth century was internationalist, because it expected
retain its monopoly of industry. It seemed to Marx, as it c
to Cobden, that the world was going to be increasingly c<
mopolitan. Bismarck, however, gave a different turn to even
1 *For Germany/ wrote Marx, in 1844, *the critique of religion
essentially completed.*

